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ABSTRACT 

 

The research paper in entitled, “Using Discovery Learning To Improve Student’s 

Attitude And Student’s Result In Learning Civic” the structure of vileg 

goverment, political district and subdistrict. In the fourth grade of the firts 

semester in SDN Campaka. The purpose of this research is ti improve student’s 

attitude and the student’s result that background by the lower of student’s attitude 

adn the student’s result. It shows average that haven’t complete (KKM). The 

lower of student’s attitude and thestudent’s result didn’t regardless from the lower 

of students in learning process, from the result of interview to the teacher of 

fourth grade SDN Campaka can be known students comprehension in the 

structure of vileg goverment, political district and subdistrict. It caused by 

learning still using communicative method and teh students passive in learning so 

it can inflence the activities in their learning. The writer applied PTK method the 

consist of two cycles, every cycle covers, the stage of planning, implementation 

observation and reflection. The result of this research shows that learning using 

Discovery Learning inflence to the student’s attitude and the student’s result is 

significance in the structure of vileg goverment, political district and subdistrict it 

shows it with improving the cycle  I and II looks from student’s attitude and 

student’s result after using “Discovery Learning Methode” from the cycle I the 

students  get score average 2,67 with percentage 64% in the cycle II the students 

get score average 3,1 with percentage 100%. It cause by using “Discovery 

Learning Methode”.  In this learning the students be able to work in pairs in 

understanding the matterials that was given but also the students have ability to 

interaction in socialitation until the students can be active in thinking process and 

studying can grow the attitude theirselves or with their friend, so it can influence 

the attitude and the result well. However Discovery Learning method can make 

the students improve their attitude the result. 
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